Atomistic treatment of periodic gold nanowire array nanofasteners under shear loading.
We conducted comprehensive molecular dynamics simulations to unravel the mechanics and mechanisms associated with the strength and fracture behaviour of a highly ordered gold nanowire (Au-NW) array of a pair of nanofasteners (nanoconnectors) under externally applied shear strain. Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS and embedded atom method were adopted to model the atomic interactions of a number of neighboring nanofasteners. This was effected via the use of a periodic simulation box around a pair of highly ordered nanotube arrays to minimize the cost of the computations. Energy minimization using a conjugate gradient algorithm was first performed and followed by atomic relaxation to achieve an equilibrated configuration. The relaxed equilibrated configuration of the nano fastener was then subjected to an externally applied shear strain γ_xy at a rate of γ ̇_xy=0.1 per nanosecond. Our results reveal the importance of the morphology and the overlap depth of the mating nanowire arrays upon the mechanical and fracture behaviour of the nanofastener under shear loading. Our work also disclosed the phenomenon of multiple contacts of some displaced nanowires with their neighbors even after their fracture leading to multiple cold-welds with added redundancy to the nanofastener. Finally, in this research, we identified the locations of dislocation emissions and the resulting fracture processes that govern the mechanical integrity and ultimately the functionality of the Au-NW connector. The proposed highly ordered alignment, as conceived numerically herein, can yield a peak stress two to three times higher than that corresponding to a random alignment reported in a previous study. The Au-NW connector also exhibited excellent resistance to fracture even in cases where small overlap depth is effecting the joint bonding.